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HELLENISTIC GREEK.•

BY GJ<:ORGE W. (;IU,fORE.

IN

Prof. Thayer's Lexicou of the New Testament is a q_uite full
discussion of the particle iw~, with references to the Septuagint,
the Apocrypha, and to cl~tsRic and later Greek authors, as well as to
the New Testament.
The work of so excellent a scholar as Prof. Thayer is above CJ'Jtlcism, especially when built upon the basis of such scholarship as that
of Grimm and Wilke. But study of the particle under discussion has
shown a wide deviation in the N. T. Greek from the usage of classic
authors, which deviation does not come to the surface in Thayer's
Lexicon article. A cursory reading of the article .would lead one to
suppose that the employment of i.,.. in the N. T. is comparatively
pure, while as a matter of fact, perhaps in no other word is there
so wide a departure from classic u8nge. The subjoined discussion is
offered as a contribution toward a more complete underst~tnding of
this particle, and gives the result of study of the word in the New
Testament (Westcott and Ilort's text), the Apocrypha (Fritzsche's
ed., Leipz. 1871), and the Septuagint (VanEss, Leipz. 1831, founded
on the Roman ed., other texts not being immediately available). It
may be said, in passing, that the particular text of the Septuagint
makes little difference in this discussion, the induction having heen
enfficiently wide to cover differences of reading.
I.

Prof. Thayer's scheme of the usage of iw~ is as follows :
As a CONJUNCTION.
1. Temporal terminus ad quem, till, until.
a. with an indicative preterite.
b. with /J.v and the aor. suhj., or with aor. suhj. and dv omitted.
c. with indic. pre.~ent, instead of aor. subj.
d. with indic. future (but reading rejected).
2. While, followed by the indicative,- in N. T. only indic. present
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II. As an ADVERB, wque ad. _
1. Temporal terminue ad quem, until, unto.
a. like a preposition, with a genitive of time.
before names of illustrious men.
before names of events.
b. with the genitive of neuter rei. pronoun, o~ or tlTov, it gets
the force of a conjunction.
a. •~ ot, followed by the indic. or by the subj.
{3. ~~ &rov
a.a. until, till, followed by the iudic.
followed by the suhj. (no av).
pp. a1 long a1, whi/$t, followed by indic. p1·esent.
c. before adverbs of time (€~ /Ipn, 1TarE, etc).
2. Local terminus ad quem, unto, a8far ar to.
a. like a preposition, with a gen. of place.
b.
with an adverb of place.
c. with a preposition.
8. Limit of 'luantity.
4. Limit of me as u reme n t.
5. Limit of acting and suffering.
Liddell and Scott's arrangement is as follows :
RELATIVE PARTICLE, expresses point of time up to which.
I. Until.
1. Temporal conjunction.
a. with indicative, in past time.
b. with subjunctive, with dv or KE, uncertain event in fn t u r e
time.
c. with optative, uncertain event in past, with av if conditional (not in New Testament].
d. with infinitive, in late authol'l!.
2. With single words, mostly adverbs of time, of place,
with the genitive, and with a preposition.
II. While, ro long a~.
a. with indicative (mostly in Homer).
b. with ILt and subjunctive, when action is fu ture.
c. with optative, of repeated action.
B. In Homer sometimes DEMONSTRATIVE.
It will be seen that the arrangement of Liddell and Scott turns on
A.
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the meaning of the word, and then on its use with different moods of
verb; while that of Thayer hinges on the change in use as conJunction and adverb.
~he

The arrangement suggested by my own study is the following;
remarking only that the class V. is placed under A, rather than under
B, because although l~ is really a preposition governing the genitive,
the force of the combination is conjunctive.
A. "E~ used with VERBS.
I. With ~ .. and subjunctive.
II. With indicative.
a. present.
b. past.
c. future (only in Apocrypha).
III. With subjunctive, ~ .. omitted.
IV. With infinitive,
a. with 'TOV and subject accusative.
b. with Tov and no subject accusative.
c. with infinitive alone.
V. With o~ and oTov followed by
a. the indicative, as above (II).
b. the subjunctive, as above (III).
B. L"sed with NOUNS, ADVEBBS, and PREPOSITIONS.
I. As a preposition, governing the genitive,
a. of time.
b. of place.
of quantity and number.
d. of motion to persona.
II. With
a. indeclinable nouns.
b. indeclinable adjectives
(if declinable would be in the genitive).
III. With adverbs,
a. of time, 'lrOTf, /IpT1., etc.
b. of place, :.8., KdoTw, etc.
c. of manner, ~f.
IV. Followed by preposition governing a noun.

c.

We will now examine the usage of l~ according to the proposed
arrangement, and notice the deviation from classic models.
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It will be noticed that no meution is made of the optative, the
reason being that I have not found in the r~tnge of literature undet·
discussion any instances of(~ used with that mood.
A. I. is in strict accord with classic usage, except that we find
instances where earlier wt·iters would probably have used the narratio
obliqua. I find nineteen cases of this in the N. T ., only ix in the
Apocrypha. The Septuagint I have not fully e:xamined, but have
found many insttmces. See Luke ix. 27, 1 ~l~tkk. ii. 7, aud 1 a. xxxii.
15 for example8.
II. a. With indicative present. This is used of events, uot
contingent, considered as present. An example of this, in full accord
with classic usage, is John ix. 4, lw; ~p.ipa lCTTlv. I n Joh n xxi. 22 23
we have a construction not justifi~thle hy the canons o f cia ical Greek:
lav am.Dv 8E>.w p.f.vuv (~ lpxop.at.. Xenophon would have employed
the subjunctive in the l~ttter verb, for the time of the coming i an
uncertainty, is indefinite. The same is true of 1 Tim. iv. 13, E'w>
ipxop.a' 7rpOuEX£ Tjj a11ayvc.luEt.. I find no instauce of thi corrupt usage
in either Apocrypha or Septuagint, though, as I may say once for all ,
my examination of the latter has not yet been exhaustive. - b. With
indicative past. This refers to definite events in pat time, aud
the usage in the three works under discussion accords with that of
early Greek writers. Examples are: l\Iatt. xxiv. 39; Tobit vi. 5 ·
Dan. vii. 11 [Theod.J.- c. Two instances of (~ followed by the
indicative future occur in the Apoct·ypha; Susanna 59 [ his.],
~ ~ Mo<; Uo'Ao8p£Vun vp.iis; Judith x.15, ;~ 7rapai)Wuovu[ U £.
I am
quite sure no clear cases of this exist iu the N. T., and I have found
none in the LXX. This usage is without warrant in the cia. sics.
III. Followed by the subjunctive avomitted. While it might be
difficult to cite classic authority fo1· this construction, there can be no
doubt that it is in accord with the geuius of the Greek. Sedgwick
(Greek Prose Composition, pp. 46, 47) remarks, "lw;, etc., are by
nature so indefinite when applied to future time that the G reek mind
does not require av so imperatively to mark the indefinitene s." Examples of this may be seen in Luke xiii. 35; Ecclus. xxx ii. 17 [21 J;
Ps. lxxii. 17. In the Apocrypha and N. T. this construction is found
eight times in each.
IV. a. This construction is not found in theN. T . - b. A solitary
instance of this is found in the N. T., viz. Acts viii. 40, and this
Thayer calls the genitive of time of event. He evidently intends the
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infinitive to be considered as a noun governed by ~ used "like a
preposition," which is correct, which would bring it properly under
B. I. in my arrangement. It has, however, been placed here in order
to group and make complete the arrangement of the constructions
of «w<; with VERBS. In the Apocrypha and LXX this construction
and the former (IV. a.) is a common one, occurring sixteen times,
and it is frequently met in the r.xx. Of c. no instances· occur in the
N. T.; I have found none in the LXX, 1 and only one in the Apocrypha; viz. Tob. i. 14. (Cod. Sin.] Liddell and Scott quote authority
for b, but a and c are entirely late or Hellenistic.
V. Here we ruch what is the most marked departure from classic
usage. The one use of (w<; in early Greek is as a conjunctive or
conjunctive adverb; here we find it•.degraded to the use of a prep·
osition. 2 This construction does not occu1· very frequently with the
indicative in the New Testament (seven times), but it is found with
the subjunctive eleven times. In the Apocrypha and LXX it occurs
quite often, and about an equal number of times with each mood.
Examination of. the instances of its occurrence (see, e.g. Matt. i. 25;
xiii. 33; Toh. i. 21 ; ii. 4; Gen. xxvi. 13) shows that o~ and orov are
superfluous, and do not affect the construction of mood or tense.
This usage is referred to both by Liddell and Scott and by Thayer,
and citations are made of its existence in a classic author. Liddell
and Scott cite Herodotus ii. 103, and Thayer, Herodotus ii. 143. It is
to be remarked that in both passages Teubner's edition (edited by
Dietsch) reads li a, and that Schweighiiuser, a very careful student
of Herodotua, rt>marke•l : "uhi formulam (~ o~ ex interpretatione alicojus grammatici invectam esse suspicahatur Koen ad Greg. Dial. Ion.
§ 63, quoniam pro ilia alias li o frequentat Herodotus." If, then, no
other ground is discoverable, this must be considered a late usage,•
perhaps developed by analogy from phrases like tw<> Orf, (w<; dprt., etc.,
or perhaps from the Hebrew "'l:l' "'l'. ·
B. I. The use of (w<; as a preposition is the next calling for remark,
showing in the most marked wuy what "Winer calls "debased Greek."
1 [But see Gen. x. 19 bis; Jud. Yi. 4, xi. 33, etc.; ;.,s IA.8tw. See also Joseph.
Antt. 15, 3, 3, i•r Kal 'lrAJITtiw·IIITw U'lrO'Irlli(ar.- F.J>I!. J
~Strictly speaking, this class should be relegated to the next he11d (B. 1), since
;.,, governs o~ and S•ou (or, more stricrly, the suppressed antecedent). But since
the compound t:xpresaion serves ns a (•onjunctive adverb, the use seemed to call
for separate classification.
1 (Sopbocle~ (Lex. s. v.) cites an example from Polybius: 4, 19, 12.- Ens.]
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Thayer has separated the treatment of this use, other matters having
been interspersed, so that in his Lexicon the connection is somewhat
obscured. I have spent considerable time looking for classic author ity
for this use of (we;, with no result.
In the proposed classification given above (B. I.) are grouped the
cases of employment of the particle governing nou ns in the genitive
to express the limit of time, of place, of quantity and number, and of
motion to pet·sons. Thayer bas, additional to this (II. 5 in his arrangement), the "limit in acting or suffering." This is intended to be
included under my arrangement B. I. c. Of course, as previously
remarked, in this division may be included the case of Acts . viii. 40,
considered above. It also includes such expressions as Toii vw, wh ich
are, according to Gt·cek usage, real nouns. I have made a separate
division for (w~ followed by indeclinable nouns and adjectives in order
to avoid misleading any who might overlook the prepositional character of the particle. Had those words been declinable they would have
been in the genitive.
This use of (we; preponderates greatly in Hellen i tic Greek, there
being nearly fifty cases of its occurrence with a nou n or adjective in
the genitive, exclusive of the cases where o~ or
are found, or
about one third of the whole number of passages where lw> is used.
In the Apocrypha and LXX this use of (we; far outnu mbers all othe a-s,
there being in the former no less than one hund red and fourteen
cases. And from the time of the LXX on, this usage is freq uent down
through the Byzantine authors.
Here, then, is the great contrast between tl1e early and the late
usage of this particle. In classic Greek it is found as a conjunctive
adverb, construed with verhs and directing their mood, or else with
single adverbs, like oTE, O.p-rt., etc. Citations of passages showing th is
construction are not necessary, since a very few mi nutes' read ing in
either New Testament, Apocrypha, or LXX will reveal instances of its
employment. In most cases where this construction is fo und, early
authors would have employed p.l.)(pt., or possibly 7rpO'> or Ei> with the
accusative.
Two cases under d. call fot· special meution : Luke iv. 42 and Acts
ix. 38. These are cases where classic authors might have used ,4s
with the accusative. The occurrence o£ this use, confined in the New
Testament to these two books, is a confirmatory indication of the same
authorship of both. One instance o£ this occurs iu the .A pocryph a.

o;ov
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If a ebaoge could profitably be made anywhere in the trt>atment of
• in Prof. Thayer's lexicon, it seems that this is the place.
Of B. II. sufficient has been said in the discussion of B. I.
B. III. The use of the (lllrticle l~ with adverha has abundllut
authority in authors such as Xenophon, and is pl11in enongh to ueed
BO annotation.
lt is a matter of convenience to divi«le its usage with
adverbs of a. time, b. place, and c. manner. In the LXX is one note·
worthy passage : 1 Kings xviii. 45, Ka& l-ylvcro lw; cr.oc Kat cr.oc, tran~
latiog n:-," n::-u ..,.., . It will be seen that the nreek is a worrlfor-word translation of the Hebrew, anrl not a rendct·ing ad sensum.
his a specimen of the poorer work done in the ren«lering of the later
books of tbe Old Testament into the Greek.
IV. is undoubtedly late Greek. It is so given by Liddell and Scott;
and Thayer refers to Aelian and Polyhius, the one a century after
Christ and the latter as much before him. In classic authors c~ is
probably never employed with a prepo~ition. It is interesting again
1
to note that only in two books in the New Testament is(~ so used,io Luke and in the Acts of the Apostles, thus contributing additional
testimony to the sameness of authorship, although that is sufficiently
eslabliabed on other grounds.
We may summarize, then, the uses of l.us under four aspects: with
verbs, as a conjunction; with nouns, as a preposition; with ad·
verbs,as a conjunction or adverb; and with another word forming
a compound conjunction. Such a division would, I think, serve to
render more clear the peculiarities of this wonl and its usage in the
New Testament and the Septuagint.
Considerable light can be thrown on the probable cau§e of the difference between the classic and the Hellenistic use of (w; by noting
the particles which (~ translates. The Greek is pre-eminently a
precise language, and it derives this distinction from itA flexibility.
Ooe who has learned, especially to speak, a new language bas often
discovered a tendency to translate a word which in English has two
meanings by the word in the new acquisition which translates one
of these meanings, even though a different word is used to express
the other signification. For example, the English preposition 'for '
bas quite distinct meanings; e.g. the sentence "I am going for him "
may mean either "I am going in his stead," or "I am going to bring
him here." Suppose, now, that a Hebrew, while writing Greek,
twiahed to employ what in his own tongue is expressed by
But

"'l).
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this word, besides being a noun is also a preposition and conjunction, and is used with both nouns and verbs. What more natural
than that this Hebrew, hl\ving learned to translate the.,~ in ~ : ~ .,:t by
lwc;, should also express the same word in =~" .,~ by lwc;.
And the contempt the Jew felt, and too often manifested, for the
Gentile would be a powerful factor in leading him to spend as little
time as possible in the refinements of a language so difficult as the
Greek. So, for similar reasons (probably), we find lwc; doing duty
in rendering, .,~, .,~ .,~, 1:1~ .,~, aud ~~~ .,~. · Even .Jo ephus, who
boasted of the ease aud purity with which he expressed himself in
Greek,• often fouud himself entangled in the niceties of the Greek
pa1·ticle.
l"ndoubtedly a great gain can still be made in the appreciation of
the meaning of the Xew Testameut when more attention has been
paid to the deviations from the usage of the classic author , and
especially to those changes as influenced by Hebrew modes of thought..
t [{?). Cf. e.g. his Anti. 20, II, 2; c. Apiou. I, 9. On the uses off,.,~ see Profenor Gilder~leeve's historical classification and examples in Amer ican Journal of
Philolo~~·. iv. 4, pp. ·U6-418 note.- Eos.J
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